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AlphaForms is a professional component suite that allows you to create Windows-based Forms for Windows applications in the style of Windows Forms application without coding. The suite is distributed as a set of 16 form controls, including three editor controls with different styles. These controls are: TEditor (with
icons and borders), TGroup (controls within the group are changed at once), TFancy (similar to DevExpress WinForms IDE). Each control has a toolbar with tools for creating components and handling them at the run-time. Easy customization of control appearance. Smooth and modern library for building interfaces. It
contains more than 350 visual component controls. These controls are: buttons, lists, data list, trees, tables, tabs, splitter, checkbox, choice box, progress, calendar, reminders, icons, labels, editors, checkboxes, scroll bars, date editors, timers, waveforms, HTML builders, listboxes, comboboxes and tiles. Many more
components are available under the category of graphics, such as shapes, lines, arcs, ellipses, icons, rectangles, text. Besides, AlphaList is also available in the full version. AlphaList is a scrolling list or tabs control that displays data organized as a table, list, list of items or tree structure. It provides a way to organize

items in table or list formats. On of our goals with LiteJM is to make it a good choice for client or server applications that need a complete cross platform GUI desktop client or server app. While it was possible to build one using Flash, JavaFX, Swing, SWT or some other desktop development platform, theres nothing like
having native Cocoa or Gtk+ based apps.
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